
Lektriever®

Carrier Configuration for Multiple
Filing & Storage Capabilities

Multipurpose Carrier
Comes with adjustable side slots to easily attach additional shelves.

Slotted back allows adjustable dividers on 0.98" centers. A wide

range of additional accessories enable an adaptation to nearly 

any application.

One or more shelves mount easily for future adjustability. 

Additional dividers may be added to increase functionality.

Custom Options (Unit model based on application)

Forms & Pulications Carrier
Conveniently and visibly holds different types of forms and 

publications for easy selectivity. 

Security Carrier
Provides lockable compartments for trays, supplies, boxed goods,

file folders, CD ROMs and 

electronic media and valuable 

or sensitive material.

Lateral Carrier (letter/legal folders with side tab)
Lateral carrier for letter or legal side tab with
adjustable and fixed dividers.

Tray Carrier (folders/trays)
Divided Carrier with 60 degree lip for easy
storage and retrieval of letter or legal trays.

Hanging Frame Carrier (letter/legal folders)
Roll out drawers for suspended letter or 
legal pendaflex folders.

Roll Out Drawer Carrier
(letter/legal folders with top tabs)
Roll out drawers for letter and legal folders
with top tab index.

Carrier with 60 deg. lip and Optional Shelf
Carrier with one or two levels is ideal for
trays, cartons, boxed goods and totes.

Multi-Media Drawer Carrier
A carrier’s full height may be divided with 
multiple roll out drawers for fast and 
easy access.



Productivity
Industry statistics show that operators 
waste up to 2/3 of their time 
walking and searching when 
using standard four drawer file cabinets. 
The Lektriever vertical carousel brings files 
and items to the operator with a scan of a  barcode or push 
of a button... dramatically increasing workers productivity. 

Ergonomics
Files and items are delivered to the operator at a convenient work
height called the “Golden Zone.” This virtually eliminates all reach-
ing, bending, and walking and searching allowing the operators to 
spend their time more productively.

By maximizing otherwise wasted overhead space, the Lektriever 
vertical carousel can provide up to 271% more capacity in your 
existing space, or reduce your existing floor space requirements 
by 70%.

Fast Payback
The Lektriever vertical carousel makes good business sense to 
companies and organizations looking to maximize their existing 
resources and provide a fast ROI (Return On Investment). In fact, 
we provide a full ROI justification, just ask your local sales 
representative!

ADA Compliant
Unlike cabinets and manual systems, an investment in a Lektriever
vertical carousel assures organizations that they have not only 
complied with ADA legislation, but have increased ALL of their 
workers efficiency, productivity and maximized space utilization.
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The Cost of Filing

Management Cost
49%

Equipment Cost
6% Supply Cost

30%

Floor Space 15%
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Work Counter

Depth

36.42”

Lektriever vertical carousel
OR

Sixteen Lateral Filing Cabinets

Based on 5 drawer 36” wide lateral file cabnets 
aproximately 18” deep with 34” drawer pull


